I am pleased to present the Paradise Valley Police Department’s Annual
Activity Report for 2016.
During the past calendar year, the key word has been planning. After
receiving input and vetting from the Advisory Committee on Public Safety,
the PVPD’s first strategic plan was presented to the Town Council in
February 2016. The strategic plan is based on the Public Safety Task Force
recommendations. The department made great strides toward completion
of the goals outlined during the first year. The strategic plan can be found
at our website (http://paradisevalleyaz.gov/documentcenter/view/4635).
In an effort to reduce victimization of our residents, the police department
made a push for public education and crime prevention during 2016. The results of that public education can be
seen in the reduction of residential burglaries by nearly 20%, the recovery of stolen property by over 150%, and
the number of community meetings we have initiated. Additionally, officers have completed nearly three times as
many home security reviews during 2016 than 2015. The community meetings prove to be an effective way to get
the crime prevention and education message to our residents and aid them in staying safer. Please consider
partnering to host a meeting in your neighborhood or attend a community meeting at Town Hall. If you would like
to host a neighborhood meeting, please contact our community resource officer, Kevin Albert at
kalbert@paradisevalleyaz.gov.
With the simplistic theory that criminals generally drive to their crime scenes, we have conducted more traffic
stops and written more citations and warnings. Our traffic contacts are up over 100% from previous years.
Unfortunately, working traffic has not reduced the number of vehicle collisions on the streets of Paradise Valley,
where we have seen an increase of 25% in collisions over the three-year average. Our collisions generally occur on
Lincoln Drive or Tatum Boulevard. Traffic counts also show the number of vehicles travelling on Lincoln Drive and
Tatum Boulevard has increased substantially. Our traffic collisions continue to be caused by inattentive driving and
vehicle speed.
Challenges face the Town’s residents in the future, with the opening of several more resorts adding people and
traffic to the community. The dedicated employees of the Paradise Valley Police Department have seen an
increase in the workload as a result of the implemented technology, the increased officer initiated activity, and the
increased transparency we provide to the public. These men and women stand ready to partner with the
community to address these challenges and continue to provide the great service expected.
With the backing of the Paradise Valley leaders and the support from the community, we will overcome the
challenge!

Peter Wingert
Chief of Police
pwingert@paradisevalleyaz.gov
(480)948-7410

Our Purpose:
Mission, Vision, and Values
OUR MISSION: Provide high quality police services to our community, reduce crime and the
fear of crime, and by working with all citizens, to preserve life, protect property, promote
individual responsibility and encourage community involvement.
We will accomplish our mission by:
 Always striving to exceed community expectations.
 Recruiting, training and retaining high quality employees.
 Valuing human rights and diversity.
 Providing high quality, responsive and effective police services.
 Building lasting relationships with the community that foster trust.

OUR VISION: Maintain strong Police-Community partnerships, to keep our neighborhoods
crime free and to eliminate fear of crime in our community.
OUR CORE VALUES
The Town of Paradise Valley has adopted a set of seven Core Values. They are Professionalism, High
Quality Customer Service, Teamwork, Respect, Accountability, Transparency and Respect for Town
Heritage. The Plan has incorporated these into a set of Core Values unique to our community policing
philosophy.
•

•

•

•
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Service to Our Community: Service to our community is our daily obligation. We are unwavering
in our dedication to service and protecting our citizens. We partner with residents and
businesses within our community to identify and address issues which affect public safety and
neighborhood livability.
Reverence of the Law: We are sworn to obey, uphold and enforce the law. We must always
treat that as a privilege and employ integrity in the use of the responsibility and authority
entrusted to us.
Commitment to Leadership: The Paradise Valley Police Department will be a leader in law
enforcement, inspiring respect for us and admiration for the Department. Accordingly, every
employee of the Department needs to be a leader in his or her own area of expertise and
responsibility. Our mission, vision and core values must become part of our day-to-day lives and
guide our thinking, decision making and judgment.
Integrity and Ethics in All We Do: Integrity is the foundation for every task, decision and action
we undertake. We always conduct ourselves in a manner that brings honor to the Department,
the Town of Paradise Valley and ourselves. We are committed to the highest standards of
honesty and ethical behavior.
Respect for People: We serve all citizens equally with fairness, dignity and respect. We value the
cultural diversity of our community. We empower our employees to fulfill their responsibilities
with knowledge, creative problem solving and discretion. We are committed to developing our
employees to their fullest potential and creating opportunities for continuous growth and
achievement.

•

Effective Communication and Transparency: Our effectiveness as an organization is dependent
on our ability to communicate effectively. Within the Department as well as outward to the
community, our communication and information sharing must be open, honest, timely and
transparent.

Our Goals
Goal 1: Reduce Crime and the Fear of Crime
The reduction of actual crime and providing for citizen safety in the community is the primary reason we
exist as an organization. In addition to actual crime, the fear of crime and victimization can have a crimeenabling impact on the community and its citizens. Fear of crime is especially threatening for the Town’s
most vulnerable citizens. To meet this goal the Department will prioritize responses to crimes that most
impact community safety and fear and to develop crime prevention efforts that create crime-resistant
neighborhoods.

Goal 2: Encourage Community Empowerment
The citizens of the Town of Paradise Valley have a shared responsibility with the Police Department to
reduce crime and fear of crime. To achieve this objective, the Department will work with the Town’s
citizens to develop and maintain community partnerships, improve a customer service orientation,
provide an open and responsive communications process and enhance community involvement in
problem solving and public safety services.

Goal 3: Develop and Empower Department Personnel
The police officers and staff of the Police Department play the most significant role in the reduction of
crime and the fear that follows a criminal act. They have first contact with the citizen, are first on scene
and have the most interaction with the Town’s citizens. As a result, it is important that personnel feel
they are empowered to act to ensure citizen concerns are addressed immediately and into the future as
necessary. The Department will maintain a work environment that encourages customer service,
innovation, personal accountability and ownership.
The Department will develop training practices and Department policies and procedures that are
consistent with the Town values and the community’s expectations, and that will enhance the
development of a community policing philosophy. To ensure that personnel have adequate time to
respond to community needs, the Department must maintain appropriate staffing levels and implement
effective deployment schedules.
To maintain a high performing organization, the Department will ensure that recruiting, hiring, training
and retaining Department personnel consistently meet the highest standards of excellence.

Goal 4: Incorporate Technology into the Department
The use of technology will never replace an officer on the street responding to citizens’ calls for
assistance. However, the appropriate use of technology can and will enhance the ability of the officer
and other Department personnel to meet the needs of our citizens more efficiently, effectively and
quickly. The appropriate type and use of technology can enhance citizen and officer safety, identify
crime trends and patterns, and improve traffic safety.

Through the budgeting process, the citizens of Paradise Valley have provided funds to purchase newer
and more effective technology. To ensure the value of the new technology is maximized, it will be
important that Department personnel receive current and on-going training on the use, application and
maintenance of the equipment. It will also be important to be aware of new technology that might
become available in the future.

Goal 5: Review and Improve Work Product
Improvement to the Department’s service delivery process is continuous and never ending. The
Department’s goal is to continue to maintain, improve and create new and innovative ways to meet
community and employee expectations, and to strengthen planning, analysis, and budget and fiscal
management.

Performance Measures
Our Performance Measures
Performance measures, linked to the Town and Department goals and objectives, will be important to
the successful development of both short-term and long-term planning, program evaluations, analysis of
crime data, budget development and fiscal and personnel management.
Performance measures and data analysis provide Department accountability to the community and
Town Council, which will provide feedback to our citizens about the Department by identifying its
successes and shortcomings. Within the Department, it will enhance the organization’s ability to
determine the effectiveness of its tactics, programs and operations. Properly developed performance
measures will ensure the Department learns from the past and make adjustments when necessary.
The Department’s performance measures should be viewed as a whole and considered together. For
example, multiple performance measurements may be linked to one strategic goal and should not be
viewed in isolation from each other, except for information purposes, and should be viewed and
considered in their entirety. Consideration of only one measurement, such as response times or
reported crimes, will provide an incomplete picture of the Department’s overall performance. For
example, some crimes tend to be under-reported, such as domestic abuse or rape; while a temporary
increase in another crime, such as burglary, may cause a sudden increase in community fear, even
though actual crime has decreased. That said, individual measures will provide feedback on potential
areas for improvement and will not be ignored. Because this is the first year filing an annual report,
some of the numbers we will report were not recorded prior to the second half of 2015. As a result,
there will be zeroes filed for the years prior to 2015, including in the three year average. This will
correct itself, as we look toward the future. For this report, the three year average is compiled from
data collected in 2012, 2013, and 2014.
The performance measurements developed and incorporated into this Plan will come primarily from the
sources described below:
 Reported Crime: Monthly crime data will be collected and will show changes in criminal activity
from month to month as well as provide a picture of how crime changes over time. In addition,
this data will be used to review deployment and staffing strategies.
Crime Data
Calendar year
Calendar year
Calendar year
3 year
2016
2015
2014
average
Part I Crimes
269
252
210
239
Homicide
0
0
1
0
Aggravated Assault
3
8
2
7
Assault
24
35
21
27
Sexual Assault
3
5
2
3
Robbery
1
2
1
1
Burglary
57
70
55
63
Theft
172
133
123
134
Motor Vehicle Theft
7
6
7
7
Arson
0
1
0
1

Traffic Data









Calendar year
2016
238
4952

Calendar year
2015
204
2178

Calendar year
2014
190
2856

3 year
average
188
2466

Traffic Collisions
Traffic Contacts
Warnings & Citations
DUI Arrests
41
32
38
34
Intersections with the highest number of traffic collisions during 2015
 Lincoln Drive & Tatum Blvd.
40 collisions
 Lincoln Drive & Mockingbird Lane
10 collisions
 Tatum Blvd. & Desert Jewel Dr.
9 collisions
th
 Lincoln Drive & 56 St.
7 collisions
 Lincoln Drive & Desert Fairways Dr.
6 collisions
 Tatum Blvd. & Foothills Drive
6 collisions
 Lincoln Drive & Palo Cristi Rd.
5 collisions
 McDonald Dr. & Invergordon Rd .
5 collisions
 Tatum Blvd. & McDonald Dr.
5 collisions
 Lincoln Drive & 32nd St.
4 collisions
Five most frequent civil traffic charges written by Paradise Valley Officers
1. A.R.S. 28-701 A. Speeding/Failure to control vehicle to avoid a collision (32.5% of
citations written by PVPD Officers)
2. A.R.S. 28-855 B. Stop Sign violation (8.6% of citations written by PVPD Officers)
3. A.R.S. 28-4135 C. Failure to produce evidence of financial responsibility (insurance)
(8.2% of citations written)
4. A.R.S. 28-925 C. No License Plate Light (5.8% of citations written)
5. A.R.S. 28-2158 C. Registration not in vehicle (4.4% of citations written)
Citizen Calls for Service and Response Data: Data collected from the Computer Aided
Dispatch/Records Management System will provide monthly information on how quickly the
Department responds to citizen calls for service.
Calendar year
Calendar year
Calendar
3 year average
2016
2015
year 2014
Calls for Service
44,651
29,789
28,526
27,377
(49.9% increase)
(4.2% increase)
Dispatched Calls
10,939
11,930
9,875
10,188
(9.1% decrease) (17.2% increase)
Officer Self31,451
17,864
18,599
17,189
Initiated Activity
(43.2% increase) (4.1% decrease)
Priority One Calls
121
208
361
327
(Emergency)
(71.9% decrease) (73.6% decrease)
Online reports filed 0 (discontinued
15
Not
Not
(implemented in
use of program)
implemented implemented
2015)
Response Times:
 Priority 1 calls are those in which there is an imminent danger to life or major
damage/loss to property or an in progress or just occurred major felony. These would
be of a serious nature or have a degree of immediate personal danger or harm. This
includes business and residential hold up and panic alarms.









PVPD regularly reviews the priority of calls to assure that we are responding
with the proper priority. The reduction in the number of Priority 1 calls is partly
due to the reprioritization of calls.
 Priority 2 calls are those in which a crime in progress might result in a threat of injury to
a person, or major loss of property or immediate apprehension of a suspect. These calls
are urgent but not known to be life threatening. This includes traffic accidents with
injuries, traffic accidents blocking a roadway, and business silent burglar alarms.
Calendar year 2016
Calendar
Calendar
3-year
year 2015 year 2014
average
Priority One Call to
1:40
1:54
2:33
Dispatch time
2:46
Priority One Calls
3:35
4:45
5:54
Dispatch to Officer
Arrival
5:50
Total Response
5:17
6:43
8:44
Time to Priority One (27.1% one year decrease)
(30.0%
Calls
(65.3% 2-year decrease)
decrease)
8:12
Priority Two Call to
2:28
2:53
3:51
Dispatch Time
3:39
Priority Two
5:15
5:36
6:59
Dispatch to Officer
Arrival
6:40
Total Response
7:49
8:38
10:59
Time to Priority Two
(10.4% decrease)
(27%
Calls
(37.1% 2-year decrease)
decrease)
10:32
Crime Prevention: The effectiveness of the Department’s crime prevention program will be
measured by a reduction in false alarms, burglaries and thefts that result from open or unlocked
doors, citizen participation in crime prevention programs and a reduction in fear as evidenced
by the annual Citizen Survey.
Calendar year 2016
Calendar year 2015
Home Security Reviews Conducted
102
30
(70.6% increase)
Crime Prevention Meetings held
34
23
(47.8% increase)
Alarm Activity: The Department will evaluate responses to residential and commercial alarms,
and identify the volume of false alarms and location of repeat calls to develop strategies
designed to reduce false alarms and increase patrol efficiency.
Calendar year
Calendar year
Calendar year
3 year
2016
2015
2014
average
Total Alarms
3206
3188
3056
3181
Citizen Survey: The Citizen Survey will measure citizen perceptions of crime in the community,
fear of victimization and level of satisfaction with police service. This information will identify
areas the Department can improve on as well as how well fear of crime is managed. In 2014, we
completed our first citizen survey. We had over 400 citizens respond to the 2014 survey. Our
goal is to increase participation in the survey by 5% in 2017, with a goal of 800.







Calendar year 2016 Calendar year 2015 Calendar year 2014
Citizens completing surveys
296 (early results) 760 (47% increase)
401
Did officer display
98.1% yes
99.0% yes
97.8% yes
professionalism?
(207/211)
(519/524)
Did officer express interest
97.8% yes
96.1% yes
96.0% yes
in helping?
(174/178)
(440/458)
Was officer able to resolve
93.8% yes
90.1% yes
91.5% yes
situation?
(122/130)
(330/366)
Quality of dispatcher
94.5% excellent or
95.5% excellent or
96.2% excellent or
good (119/136)
good (426/446)
good
Police presence in
85.9% excellent or
81.6% excellent or
87.2% excellent or
neighborhood
good (225/262)
good (473/580)
good
Feeling of safety in my
97.4% felt safe or
98.2% felt safe or
94.9% felt safe or
neighborhood (daytime)
reasonably safe
reasonably safe
reasonably safe
(261/268)
(691/704)
Feeling of safety in my
90.7% felt safe or
92.7% felt safe or
Not asked in 2014
neighborhood (nighttime)
reasonably safe
reasonably safe
(244/269)
(651/702)
Quality of life in
98.9% excellent or
98.7% excellent or
98.2% excellent or
neighborhood
good
good
good
(267/270)
(687/696)
Overall performance by
96.6% excellent or
96.4% excellent or
95.9% excellent or
PVPD
good (257/266)
good (665/690)
good
Community Engagement: Evaluate how closely the Department is working with the community
by reviewing how much discretionary patrol time is used toward increased community contacts,
problem solving and crime prevention activity.
Calendar year 2016
Calendar year 2015
Vacations Watches completed
3171
1597
Resort checks
3101
1616
Worship Site checks
5879
3036
School checks
3730
1484
Community Outreach: Placing ourselves in positions to communicate with our citizens through
non-enforcement venues will enable better communication between citizens and officers. As
such, we will strive to present opportunities outside of enforcement activity to connect with our
community in order to facilitate that communication.
 Blue Wednesday is an opportunity to build relationship with the schoolchildren of
Paradise Valley. Each Wednesday, officers visit a school in Paradise Valley to sit with the
school children and talk.
 Coffee with a Cop offers a low-key opportunity to get to know the beat officer in the
neighborhood better.
Calendar year 2016
Calendar year 2015
Blue Wednesday meetings (program
19
5
start 09/2015)
Community meetings attended
47
23
Coffee w/ A Cop meetings
6
11
Incorporate Technology: The use of technology will never replace an officer on the street
responding to citizens’ calls for assistance. However, the appropriate use of technology can and



will enhance the ability of the officer and other Department personnel to meet the needs of our
citizens more efficiently, effectively and quickly. The appropriate type and use of technology can
enhance citizen and officer safety, identify crime trends and patterns, and improve traffic safety.
Calendar year 2016
Calendar year 2015
Number of LPR cases (June 1, 2015 93 cases
32 total cases
implementation)
 10 cases of stolen
 9 cases of stolen
 Stolen property recovered
property
property
 Warrant arrest
 12 warrant arrests
 17 warrant arrests
 Other arrest
 1 other arrest
 6 other arrests
Hours of Mobile video
4541 hours
Hours of Body Camera Video
2935 hours
Division reports: The following items comprise a tracking method for workloads of employees
and volunteers within the Paradise Valley Police Department.
Administration
Calendar year 2016
Calendar year 2015
Public records
349
115
requests filled
(220.8% increase)
Collision report
162
151
requests filled
(6.8% increase)
Fingerprint requests
29
55
completed
(89.7% decrease)
Authorized Staffing
1 Administrative assistant, 1 1 Administrative assistant, 1 Records
Records coordinator/Crime
coordinator, 1 Administrative
analyst, 1 Administrative
support specialist
support specialist
Media releases
101
Vehicle impounds
153
processed
Background checks
937
completed
Communications
Total calls received
911 calls received
Length of time to
answer 911
Average ring time of
911 call
Authorized Staffing

Investigations
Assigned Cases
Cleared Cases
Arrests by investigators
Avg. Open
Cases/Investigator
Recovered property

Calendar year 2016
31,677
5,247
99% answered in < 30
seconds
7.279 seconds
1 manager, 4 dispatchers, 1
part time dispatcher
Calendar year 2016
322
336
66
31.5 each
(42.1% increase)
$155, 518

Calendar year 2015
32,454
5,807
96% answered in < 30 seconds

1 supervisor, 4 dispatchers, 1 part
time dispatcher
Calendar year 2015
537
438
76 by investigators
18.25 each
$61,900

Authorized Staffing

(151.2% increase)
1 sergeant, 1 corporal, 3
investigators

1 sergeant, 1 corporal, 3
investigators

Volunteers in Policing
Calendar year 2016
Calendar year 2015
Services (VIPS)
Hours worked
4010
4395
Special details/callouts
864 hours
704 hours
Training hours
581.5
540
Vacation watches
397
736
completed
Monetary value to Town
$94,475.601
$101,392.652
Staffing
25 volunteers
27 volunteers
1
In 2016, the value of one hour of volunteer time was $23.65.
2
In 2015, the value of one hour of volunteer time was $23.07.
Patrol
Calendar year 2016
Calendar year 2015
Miles driven
239,220
226,628
Incidents per officer1
1717.35 each
1191.56 each
(44.1% increase)
Cases per officer2
53.54 each
43.28 each
(23.7% increase)
Authorized Staffing
1 lieutenant, 4 sergeants, 4
1 lieutenant, 4 sergeants, 4
corporals, 17 officers
corporals, 16 officers
1
Incidents=calls for service, which are anytime an officer conducts any activity
2

Cases=Calls for service requiring a written report, including criminal activity, traffic collisions,
and informational cases

Advisory Committee on Public Safety
Councilmember Maria Syms, Victoria Bellomo, Larry Fink, Paul Moore, Jay Ozer, Rich Post,
Officer Kevin Albert, Chief Peter Wingert.

Keeping our community safe is a top priority for the Town and the Advisory Committee on Public Safety (ACOPS). ACOPS
was established to increase community outreach efforts and crime prevention awareness.
During the first year, the ACOPS members set four goals including:
1. Promoting resident participation and engagement
2. Engaging the community on public safety issues
3. Receiving presentations and materials from the Paradise Valley Police Department
4. Advising the Mayor and Town Council on Committee activities and recommendations
The members achieved success in these goals assisting in the marketing of two large events completed by the PVPD.
The members marketed the Getting Arizonans Involved in Neighborhoods (GAIN) event and the Public Safety Fair
through social media posts and assistance with flyer distribution. Members encouraged participation of their neighbors
in events including substation openings, Coffee with a Cop meetings, and involvement on social media platforms.
The Committee reviewed the PVPD Strategic Plan, which was presented to the Town Council in February 2016.
Additionally, members heard quality of life concerns about view fences and a school zone. The committee members
showed a desire to assist the community in proactively planning for a disaster by contacting schools in (Paradise Valley
and compiling school floor plans.

Prevention and Education
Preventing and educating our community to crime trends remains the best defense to becoming the victim of a
criminal event. To prevent burglaries residents are encouraged to lock their doors, set their alarms and keep their
garage doors secure. Such crimes may be preventable through education and awareness. In addition to setting your
alarms and securing your doors and windows, here are a few ways you can protect your home and your loved ones:
 Request a PVPD security assessment of your home. Our police officers can advise you on low cost, simple
ways to make your home less attractive to burglars.
 Sign up for PVPD vacation watch. If you are away for a period of 7 days up to 4 weeks, the PVPD will conduct
security checks. It is as easy as filling out a form at the police department or online at our website.
 Sign up for CodeRed®. Get real time local, emergency notices and information.
 Attend Coffee with a Cop. PVPD holds regular community meetings. You can find the meeting dates on our
Town website. http://www.ci.paradise-valley.az.us/125/Police
 Follow the Paradise Valley Police Department on either Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/PVPolice/),
Twitter (@PVPolice) or NextDoor (nextdoor.com).
 Sign up to receive breaking news emails that affect your community by joining our email list at
https://tinyurl.com/hq7tx62

Your feedback is essential to maintaining our high community policing standards. Remain vigilant and report any
suspicious behavior in your neighborhood.

Paradise Valley Fill a Cruiser
During November and December, Paradise Valley
Officers partnered with Scottsdale Police
Department members to conduct “Fill a Cruiser”
events outside two Scottsdale grocery stores.
While filling the cruiser, the two agencies collected
nearly 3000 pounds of food and $1000 in
donations for the Vista del Camino Food Bank.
Thank you to the community.

Community Meetings
During 2016, the PVPD presented several community meetings on topics of concern to our residents. In March, PVPD
partnered with the IRS to inform the citizens about IRS Scams. During June, we invited the FBI and the FBI Citizen’s
Academy to present on Cyber security. You can find out about these meetings via social media, our website, or
CodeRed.

Blue Wednesday Lunch with
Schoolchildren
Officers of the Paradise Valley Police Department
have a standing lunch date with the school children
of Paradise Valley during “Blue Wednesday.” Blue
Wednesday allows the students and the officers to
interact and share stories. As the smiles tell, each
group enjoys the presence of the other.

Sgt. Hutchinson ties a shoelace at Temple Solel

Reading to Children

Lt. Freeman Carney reads a story with Santa

Chief Wingert reads to school children

Paradise Valley Ceremonies
During 2016, the Paradise Valley Police Department saw the retirements of serveral long-time
employees. We conducted swearing in ceremonies for the new officers, made promotions of officers to
corporal and sergeant positions, and appointed new investigators.

Corporal Derek Hoelscher

Corporal Robert Clement

Communication Manager Shauna
Henrie Five Years of Service Award

Promotional ceremony of Lt. Freeman Carney,
Sgt. Dan Perry, swearing in of Officer
Christopher Hadley

Officer Steven McGhee swearing in
ceremony (top)
Officer Raja Karim swearing in
ceremony (bottom)

Officer Amy McGhee swearing in
ceremony

Officer Christopher Ralph swearing in
ceremony

Officer of the Year 2016 Ceremony
Pictured (L to R): Chief Wingert, Officer John Fisk, Lt. Freeman Carney, Sgt. Nigel Williams

